RADIATOR ENCLOSURES.

To enclose or partly enclose a radiator reduces its heat output and changes the distribution of heated air in the room. The additional surface usually added to column or tube radiation for various enclosures is indicated below.

- DEDUCT 10%.
- ADD 20%.
- DEDUCT 5%.
- NO CHANGE.
- ADD 30%.
- ADD 5%.

*If A is 50% of width of radiator add 10%. If 150% add 35%.
†B = 80% of A. C = 150% of A. D = A.

Example: A room requires 50 sq. ft. radiation radiator recessed flush with wall; - 50 + 20% = 60° radiator required. If radiator for same room is to have grille over entire face only; - 50° + 30% = 65° reqd.